4.2.19 AWARDS CEREMONY

CPR/First Aid

Bronze: St. Georges  Genevieve Appiah
      Morgan Hall

Silver: Sussex Tech  Onaedo Okoye
         Karli Sunnergren

Gold: St. Georges  Ashley Catron
      Anthony Mason

HOSA Bowl

Bronze: Delcastle  Maritza Mendiola-Flores
       Bryana Henson
       Kayla Wiley
       Erissa Negron

Silver: Sussex Tech  Silver Angel
        Shane Coulbourne
        Gavin Walter

Gold: Sussex Tech  Amber Blann
        Lillian Kwiecien
        Nayelis Gonzalez
        Sheila Valasquez

Job Seeking Skills

Bronze: Newark Charter  Diya Shah

Silver: St. Georges  Steven Smith

Gold: Sussex Tech  Jonathan Lee
INTERVIEWING SKILLS

BRONZE: MIDDLETOWN  LAYALIE ALFROUKH
SILVER: MIDDLETOWN  MAJHYAA EVERETT
GOLD: ST. GEORGES  SAMANTHA SEGAL

MEDICAL SPELLING

BRONZE: St. Georges  MIRANDA EPPS
SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER  RAPHAEL KIM
GOLD: ST. GEORGES  BRIANNA WYNN

HEALTH CAREER PHOTOGRAPHY

BRONZE: POLYTECH  RYAN HOLDEN
SILVER: MIDDLETOWN  YASHLEE FRANCOIS
GOLD: CONRAD  MIRANDA PROTACK

COMMUNITY AWARENESS

BRONZE: INDIAN RIVER  MAGGIE BORRELLI
LIA DIAKOS
BRYNN MCCABE
EMMA RULEY

SILVER: ST. GEORGES  JADA CHARLES
JULIANNA DESOUZA
HAJRRRA JAVED
ELIZABETH RITTER

GOLD: APPOQUINIMINK  KELSEY HIGGINS
CARLY STECKLINE
**HEALTH EDUCATION**

**BRONZE:** APPOQUINIMINK
- Stephanie Savia
- Victoria Zusin

**SILVER:** POLYTECH
- Alexis Demko
- Micayla Raffaele

**GOLD:** NEWARK CHARTER
- Meghana Gontu
- Ritika Mandavilli
- Shriya Manavilli
- Dhruvi Patel

**MEDICAL MATH**

**BRONZE:** MIDDELETON
- Victor Shi

**SILVER:** NEWARK CHARTER
- Pragyat Khanal

**GOLD:** MIDDELETON
- Shreyash Khatiwada
4.3.19 Awards Ceremony

**Sports Medicine**

- **Bronze:** St. Georges, Leonard Ali-Permell
- **Silver:** Hodgson, Jillian Street
- **Gold:** Conrad, Mallory Margherita

**Health Career Display**

- **Bronze:** Newark Charter, Abigail Carabajal, Ryan Stephens
- **Silver:** Middletown, Madison DeCook, Taylor Waltemire
- **Gold:** St. Georges, Ariana Rosado, Serina Vega

**Public Health**

- **Bronze:** Polytech, Abby Ashton, Kasyah Barnett, Jayla Bleen-Fox, Chloe Smith, Kylee Syva
- **Silver:** Middletown, Kimberly Edelin, Danae Rayfield
- **Gold:** St. Georges, Tyson Blakeney, Raven Custis, Tariah Hyland, Roxanne Mensah, Kamila Zavallos
MRC PARTNERSHIP

BRONZE: CONRAD NURCAN EFE
MADELAINE GLEASON
ALANNA HALTER
TALIA SPITELLE

SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER DEANNA LEWIS
TONYA RAWAL
DENNISE VALENCIA

GOLD: POLYTECH TAJAH HINES
ENOCHELONE JEBLEH
NIA LAMASWALA
ANTON SUDLER

RESEARCHED PERSUASIVE WRITING & SPEAKING

BRONZE: MIDDLETOWN ANNA WILSON

SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER SARAH SAMLOUL

GOLD: MIDDLETOWN CHIJINDU OGBUNAMIRI

PREPARED SPEAKING

BRONZE: MIDDLETOWN ASHTEN ROBINO

SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER ARUNIA SAMBANDAM

GOLD: NEWARK CHARTER MELANIE HEIDER

EXTEMPORANEOUS HEALTH POSTER (PILOT)

BRONZE: MIDDLETOWN SOPHIA BONFIGLI

SILVER: POLYTECH SOPHIA BENNER

GOLD: MIDDLETOWN ABIGAIL RICHARDSON
**Behavioral Health**

**Bronze:** Newark Charter  Phineas Delgado

**Silver:** Appoquinimink  Katy DeSatnick

**Gold:** Newark Charter  Nikhila Indukuri

**Pathophysiology**

**Bronze:** William Penn  Narra Swanson

**Silver:** Middletown  Taylor Wolf

**Gold:** Appoquinimink  Allyson Willis

**Epidemiology**

**Bronze:** Newark Charter  Brenna Ziegler

**Silver:** St. Georges  Marissa Pelton

**Gold:** Newark Charter  Matthew Shanahan

**Medical Law & Ethics**

**Bronze:** St. Georges  Aaliyah Hammett

**Silver:** Newark Charter  Ruhi Khan

**Gold:** Newark Charter  Rohith Maraka

**Pharmacology**

**Bronze:** Middletown  Annkelly Ndangan

**Silver:** Newark Charter  Simran Kaur

**Gold:** Newark Charter  Zachary Hevelow
NUTRITION

BRONZE: SUSSEX TECH  JESSICA JOHN
SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER  MILI KHER
GOLD: SUSSEX TECH  URIEL SANCHEZ

DELAWARE PIN DESIGN

BRONZE: DELCASTLE  PAOLA VASQUEZ-CABALLOS
SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER  RUHI KAHN
GOLD: NEWARK CHARTER  JANICE CASTRO

DELAWARE T-SHIRT DESIGN

BRONZE: NEWARK CHARTER  ARUNIA SAMBANDAM
SILVER: DELCASTLE  CIANI COLON
GOLD: CONRAD  MALLORY MARGHERITA

RECOGNITION EVENTS:

The Barbara James Service Award is in memory of Barbara James, 1982-83 HOSA Inc. Board Chairman. Her leadership skills and contributions to HOSA exemplify the caring and compassion of HOSA members. This award seeks to recognize individual HOSA members who have a commitment to community service in health.

BARBARA JAMES SERVICES AWARD:

NEWARK CHARTER SCHOOL – ROHITH MARAKA
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NURSE ASSISTING

BRONZE: HODGSON LILY CRAWSON
SILVER: HODGSON FAITH GORDON
GOLD: ST. GEORGES ALEXIS SMITH

MEDICAL ASSISTING

BRONZE: ST. GEORGES AALIYA WRIGHT
SILVER: ST. GEORGES SARAH TYRE
GOLD: ST. GEORGES ROSE BUESMAILL

BIOMEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

BRONZE: NEWARK CHARTER MANJU SIVANSANKAR
SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER DAVID HAWTOF
GOLD: NEWARK CHARTER BRIDGET PORTER

DENTAL SCIENCE

BRONZE: SUSSEX TECH JAZ REINHOLD
SILVER: SUSSEX TECH BRI SMITH
GOLD: POLYTECH YASMINE AWAYES

DENTAL TERMINOLOGY

BRONZE: SUSSEX TECH REBEKAH HITCHCOCK
SILVER: SUSSEX TECH GABBIE GUY
GOLD: SUSSEX TECH ALEXIS POROCHNAVI
EMT

**BRONZE: St. Georges**
- Samantha Carbonara
- Jared Pheasant

**SILVER: St. Georges**
- Sheridan Long
- Emily Tobiason

**GOLD: St. Georges**
- Arianna Mason
- Adu Treasure

**MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY**

**BRONZE: Sussex Tech**
- Alyssa Bradley

**SILVER: Appoquinimink**
- Erin Rosche

**GOLD: Newark Charter**
- Wesley Mills

**HEALTHY LIFESTYLE**

**BRONZE: Newark Charter**
- Juliette Hartmann

**SILVER: Conrad**
- Edaesia Fleming

**GOLD: Middletown**
- Jessica Price
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

BRONZE: APPOQUINIMINK
- Ta’ja Johnson
- Jada Kellel
- India McMillian

SILVER: ST. GEORGES
- Samantha Block
- Amanada McFall
- Julia Mossinger
- Rebecca Sterling

GOLD: MIDDLETOWN
- Emma Fisher
- Kendal Gray
- James Ivery
- Jacquelyn Mata
- Kayla Rispoli
- Noah Walsh

PHYSICAL THERAPY

BRONZE: SUSSEX TECH
- Taylor Wrotten

SILVER: ST. GEORGES
- Sarah Davis

GOLD: SUSSEX TECH
- Olivia Morton

FORENSIC MEDICINE

BRONZE: NEWARK CHARTER
- Alyssa Duvilla
- Maria Psomas

SILVER: NEWARK CHARTER
- Justin Duca
- Urmig Ghosh

GOLD: NEWARK CHARTER
- Caroline Hall
- Hayden Harach
**HUMAN GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT**

**BRONZE:** Appoquinimink  
Amanda Moyer

**SILVER:** Newark Charter  
Avery Tingey

**GOLD:** Newark Charter  
Srinikhta Bomasamudram

**TRANSCULTURAL HEALTHCARE**

**BRONZE:** Newark Charter  
Paige Hundley

**SILVER:** Newark Charter  
Sreeya Pittala

**GOLD:** Polytech  
Angelica Woolwine

**MEDICAL READING**

**BRONZE:** St. Georges  
Alexa Maybroda

**SILVER:** Newark Charter  
Barielle Ryu

**GOLD:** St. Georges  
Arun Singh

**RECOGNITION EVENTS:**

**HOSA SERVICE PROJECT**

HOSA members who provide community service through the adoption of goals and implementation of strategies related to the support of a health organization. The 2018-2020 HOSA Service Project is the National Pediatric Cancer Foundation. Being recognized this year for raising more than $200.00 for the National Pediatric Cancer Foundation is:

Conrad-Samantha Lopez

**BARBARA JAMES SERVICE AWARD**

The Barbara James Service Award is in memory of Barbara James, 1982-83 HOSA Inc. Board Chairman. Her leadership skills and contributions to HOSA exemplify the caring and compassion of HOSA members. This award seeks to recognize individual HOSA members who have a commitment to community service in health.

Newark Charter  
Emily Hadley

Middletown  
Sikha Sahu

Newark Charter  
William Feldmann
RARE DISEASE DISPLAY
   BRONZE: MIDDLETOWN KAYLA CHIN AND KEIRAH GRACE
   SILVER: CONRAD BETH DAVIS AND JULIE CURRY
   GOLD: NEWARK CHARTER CAROLINE KELLY AND ROHAN KANCHANA

RARE DISEASE PHILANTHROPY
   HODGSON-LIZ LEMUS AND JENNIFER MERCADO

HOSA IDOL
   NEWARK CHARTER-WILLIAM FELDMANN

OUTSTANDING HOSA MEMBERSHIP:
   NEWARK CHARTER-194 MEMBERS

THE ADVISOR OF THE YEAR AWARD:
   ST. GEORGES-MRS. LINDA WIRT

2018 DELAWARE HOSA SPIRIT AWARD
   ST. GEORGES